by Troy Naeyaert

Troy Naeyaert of Bay City, Michigan was a fan of Aurora monster
model kits in the early seventies. Like so many of us “monster-kids” of
the ‘60s and ‘70s, Troy gave up model kits for baseball and playing
the drums. With his teenage years filled with playing in a rock band,
Troy started collecting comic books in the early eighties and
eventually became a comic book dealer at local comic shows. After
progressing to collecting toys and action figures, Troy found himself
tiring of the comic book scene in the late eighties and wanting figures
from the Universal Monsters or from the current horror movies.

In the early ‘90s he discovered garage kits with Horizon Model’s vinyl Spiderman kit, but Horizon’s Frankenstein was the kit that sealed the deal.
Troy has always been a fan of the Universal classics but it was a 1997 trip to Louisville’s WonderFest that got him seriously hooked on garage kits.
16 years later he remains hooked. “I still attend WonderFest every year and continue to build models and to display them and to use one of the
talents God has given me. I never would have thought that I would be painting kits for customers and selling my work to others in different
countries. God is good!”
Troy’s work on Black Heart’s Jack Pierce Tribute and on our Bram Stoker Tribute really impressed us. Rather than the faux bronze look that Black
Heart had in mind when we launched our Tribute Bust line, Troy’s finishing on the busts went with a classy muted color pallet that kept the busts
from looking too busy and too colorful. When it came time to find someone to do a colored version of our Karloff Tribute and to do an article about
it, Troy immediately came to mind. Thanks, Troy Naeyaert, for making us look good.

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
I love the series of tribute busts that Black Heart is currently producing and I proudly display their Jack
Pierce and Bram Stoker tribute busts in my collection. I was both surprised and humbled when Black
Heart contacted me with a request to paint their beautiful Boris Karloff Tribute and to write an article
describing my approach to painting these masterpieces.
The bust was sculpted by the gifted hands of Tony Cipriano and has images based on Karloff’s most
popular and well-known roles. Clean up was minimal, minor seams to remove, most are easily
removed with a Dremel and light sanding. After a warm bath in a mild detergent (note: make sure to be
careful when submerging the bust due to water filling into the bust from the bottom hole) I let the bust
fully dry about 3 days due to the water inside the bust. Now it was time to prime the bust and the
separate figures with Krylon Gray Primer. (Pics 1 thru 4). I let them sit and dry for 2 days.

I was struck by ALL the detail in this bust, from the amazing likeness of Mr. Karloff to the pains-taking details to the likenesses of all
the roles that are represented in the sculpted elements that make up the body of the bust.
I always start with the central figure when I do one of Black Hearts busts. I began with a coating of Freestyle Bronze flesh for the
face. I then came in with a thinned down Kit Builders Flesh mixed with window washer fluid and some extender and sprayed from
about 18 inches away and misting it as I turned the bust around.

I then punched in the highlights and raised areas on the face using Riojas Flesh from Steve Riojas’s Iwata Creature paint set. I used
using Freestyle Transparent Natural Flesh, in the shadows around the eyes and along the hair lines. Then I thinned down the Riojas
Flesh and misted it to blend in the colors (9).
I wanted to paint the hair
and facial hair to see how
the colors come together
and checked for any more
shadow or highlighting
needed. For that, I used
Delta CeramCoat Charcoal
I used FreakFlex Pink Eye
Burgundy to paint the
inside edges of the eyes
and mouth. Then I went
back in and did more
shading on the face with
the Transparent Natural
Flesh.
I finished the face with a
thinned down misting of
FreakFlex Sun Tan Flesh
which ties all the colors
together and gives the kit a realistic flesh color. I filled in the eyes and
teeth with FreakFlex Bleached Bone Tan and leaving a hint of the Pink Eye
Burgundy showing. I used Red Oxide for the lower eye area and for the
corners of the eyes. The eye color was Freak Flex Asphyxia Blue for the
pupils and leaving a hint of the black showing on the pupil.
I used Delta CeramCoat Dolphin Gray for Mr. Karloff’s shirt, and FreakFlex Near Black for the jacket and the bottom of the base. I
then airbrushed transparent blue on the shirt and on the front part of the name plate on the base. I used pure red for his tie and
painted in thin black lines on the tie. I also used black pastel to soften the outside area of the pupil.
I completed the eyes with a black dot for the pupil. I dry-brushed the hair, the mustache, and eye brows with CeramCoat Dolphin
Gray and then toned it down with a misting of transparent black.

The AMAZING base of this bust is filled with the characters Mr. Karloff portrayed during his career. I started with painting the base
and ALL of the figures black. I love to base coat in black because using black helps me achieve that deep shadow look once I start
building up the colors.
One word of caution: Black Heart’s tribute busts can be VERY intimidating when you look at all the faces looking back at you and you
see the detail on all four sides of the bust. The lesson I learned from doing Black Heart’s Bram Stoker and Jack Pierce tributes is
“ONE SIDE AT A TIME!”
I started with the brick areas on the base using Freestyle Neutral Gray and then Transparent Black and
Transparent Burnt Umber to give the bricks a dirty look and also to shade in the crevices of the bricks. I
then took on the left side of the bust. I airbrushed the laboratory oscillator and the dungeon door with
red oxide and raw umber on top of that. Then I turned my attention to the front of the bust. I used
bronze for the Karloff banner and black for the dates below it. I chose to complete all the things on the
front and work my way around the base.

I painted the grave yard
with transparent blue for
the sky. I used brown
and transparent raw
umber for the ground
cover. I used gray on the
headsones and the moon;
silver for the crosses; and
CeramCoat Charcoal for
the bottom of the base. I
airbrushed transparent
black around the top ring of the base.
I base-coated the face and hands Cabman John Gray
from The Body Snatcher with sun tan flesh. I painted his
coat brown and finished it with transparent burnt
umber. I used raw sienna for the body bag.
I also used suntan flesh on Uncle Boris from Mad
Monster Party. Uncle Boris’s lab coat and hair were
base-coated gray, then airbrushed white, and then
shadowed with transparent paynes grey. I used Riojas
Brown Flesh to shade both of the faces. Uncle Boris’s
vest is green, his tie is brown and his shirt is blue.
Karloff as Cabman Gray; Uncle Boris from Mad Monster Party

The back of the bust has five of the characters Mr. Karloff
brought to life. Except for Mr. Hyde, I base coated all the faces
with the sun tan flesh. It’s time to add the shading to the faces
and I used a combination of pastels and transparent flesh to
accomplish the shading on the faces.

Lower left, Mr. Hyde; top left, The Haunted Strangler; center, Dr. Scarabus
from The Raven; top right, Hjalmer Poelzig in The Black Cat; lower right, Mord
the Executioner from Tower of London.

After finishing all the figures on the back of the bust and it was again time to spin the base and to start working on the next section,
The Mummy. I airbrushed transparent raw umber and then did several stages of dry brushing using old wreck rust and poisonous
plague yellow. I chose blue for the Mummy’s ring. For finishing touches on the right side of the bust, I finished the Mummy’s
sarcophagus. I airbrushed the sarcophagus cover using blue, red, bronze and red oxide and shaded it with transparent black.

With the four sides of the bust pretty much done, it was time to tackle the separate optional figures that attach to the bust.

The Grinch, the monster from Son of Frankenstein, the monster
in Frankenstein, Ardeth Bey in The Mummy

I did the Grinch, the Frankensteins, and Ardeth Bey
together since all three needed greens and/or reds.
I used different shades of green highlight the
Frankies and the Grinch, and pure red on the
Grinch’s outfit and on Ardeth Bey’s hat. Stages of
dry-brushing poisonous plague yellow and old
wreck rust built up Ardeth Bey’s face. I gave the Grinch yellow eyes and a light dry-brushing of ghost white for the fur areas.
I chose some untraditional colors for Captain Hook’s jacket using blues for
the coat and white for the lining areas and black for the designs. His face
was airbrushed with Riojas flesh and the hair was dry brushed with
dolphin gray, and the eyes once again blue.
Morgan, the butler from The Old Dark House was pretty straight forward
starting with the flesh areas in sun tan flesh and high lights of Riojas flesh
and dry brushing of brown for the hair and beard.
Captain Hook from the stage production of Peter Pan; Morgan the butler from The Old
Dark House

The fun part (and also tough at the same time) is deciding which of the
optional parts will be on the front of the kit. I took several photos of the
completed kit with the different faces on the front and also with the
sarcophagus covering the mummy. I chose Frankenstein and Ardeth Bay
to glue in place on the front who in my opinion was two of his greatest
roles.
I highly recommend this bust for fans of Boris Karloff and his movies, and
fans of classic horror films!

Troy Naeyaert and Black Heart’s Jack Pierce Tribute, Boris Karloff Tribute and Bram Stoker Tribute

Thank you, Black Heart, and all the other guys who love garage kits and continue to supply the fans with these beautiful
works of art. Enjoy this hobby and the gift God gave you to bring these kits to life!
TROY
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